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For many users, the appearance of  Office 2003 has meant a slightly updated version of a familiar tool,  another episode in the continuous development of a popular and  widely-used piece of software. For some users, however, the  appearance of Office 2003 is a herald of tumultuous change. This  version of Office liberates the information stored in millions of  documents created using Microsoft's Office software  over the past 15 years and makes it readily available to a wide  variety of software. At the same time, Office 2003 has substantially  improved its abilities for working with data that comes from external  sources, making it much easier to use Office for the examination and  analysis of information that came from other sources.
[bookmark: officexml-PREFACE-2-ITERM-2058]   [bookmark: officexml-PREFACE-2-ITERM-2059]  XML, the Extensible  Markup Language, lies at the heart of this new openness. XML has  taken much of the world by storm since its publication in 1998 as a  World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Recommendation. XML provides a  standard text-based format for storing labeled structured content. An  enormous variety of tools for processing, creating, and storing XML  has appeared over the last few years, and XML has become a lingua  franca that lets different kinds of computers and different kinds of  software communicate with each other—all while preserving a  substantial level of human accessibility.

This book explores the intersection between Office 2003 and XML in  depth, examining how the various products in the Office suite can  both produce and consume XML. While this book generally focuses on  Office 2003 itself, some supporting technologies will be important  pieces of the integration puzzle. Extensible Stylesheet Language  Transformations (XSLT) and W3C XML Schema (which Microsoft  abbreviates XSD, for XML Schema Descriptions) are two critical pieces  for teaching various parts of Office about the structures of XML  documents, while SOAP (an acronym that no longer means anything) and  HTTP will be important supporting technologies for communications  between Office and other programs.
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Mathematics for the Analysis of AlgorithmsBirkhauser, 1990

	"The book presents a welcome selection and careful exposition of material that can be (and is) covered in a single course...In this reviewer's opinion, this would be an interesting text to use with a group of advanced students well-grounded in undergraduate mathematics and computer science, and would produce a valuable course for the...
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100 Things Every Designer Needs to Know About People (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	We design to elicit responses from people. We want them to buy something, read more, or take action of some kind. Designing without understanding what makes people act the way they do is like exploring a new city without a map: results will be haphazard, confusing, and inefficient. This book combines real science and research with practical...
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Developing Serious Games (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2006
With the impressive growth the games industry has enjoyed for the past decade, game developers, educators, and marketing firms are excitedly envisioning serious games applications for computer game technologies. These applications- serious games- represent opportunities for game developers to apply their talents to areas outside of the...
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Simple Computer Transfer and Backup: Don't Lose your Music and PhotosJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Transfer to a new PC without losing a thing!
   

 Want to migrate from your old PC to a new one without the hassle? Now you can preserve preferences, passwords, macros, and more with CA Desktop DNA® Migrator and the easy-to-follow advice in this friendly guide. You'll find patented software that can stream your old...
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Sams Teach Yourself Macromedia Flash MX in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Since its introduction in 1996, Macromedia Flash has become the standard for delivering high impact, vector-based graphics to the Web.  Flash is deceptively simple at first, yet has great depth and flexibility.Sams Teach Yourself Macromedia Flash 5 in 24 Hours offers a clearly written, well-organized introduction to this powerful product, and gives...
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The Definitive Business Pitch: How to Make the Best Pitches, Proposals And Presentations (Financial Times Series)Trans-Atlantic Publications, 2007

	Good ideas don't sell themselves. In today's business world it's no longer just sales people who are responsible for winning business. Many people, from TV producers to landscape gardeners, consultants to builders, need to employ convincing communication skills to win clients and commissions. Even managers within a business have...
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